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Built environment and wellbeing in Italian psychiatric wards
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ABSTRACT: The healthcare built environment has effects on patient's wellbeing. These effects are even heavier on sensitive patient such as psychiatric ones. Therefore the environment design can be a key factor in promoting the patients' well-being and the care process. This paper investigates how this vision is influencing the design of psychiatric facilities in the Italian context, known for its radical innovation of mental health services due to Law 180 (1978). The article identifies the current built environment issues of the psychiatric ward, the design indications available and the possible future actions to meet the needs of users and to improve wellbeing and care process. Keywords: mental care facilities, psychiatric ward, healing environment, healthcare design.

The approach to psychiatric disorder has changed radically since the second half of the ‘900. Before then, the idea of treatment was based essentially on the containment of the patient in order to achieve social security. The psychiatric hospital, the old asylum, reflected a vision in accordance with social isolation, protection and control, lack of temporal stimulus and liability (Goffman, 1961). Since the middle of last century, a common path has been launched towards the de-institutionalization of mental health services in many Western European countries, with the gradual transition from the old asylums to a network of community-based services, integrated into the local context and with an image as close as possible to the home (WHO, 2008; Gabel et al, 2012). This transformation of facilities is closely linked to the changed purpose of psychiatric treatment: less “containment”, more “recovery” (Gilburt et al, 2013; Levin, 2007).

It is clear that the aims of medical treatment affect the design of healthcare environments and vice versa. This mutual influence is demonstrated by the increasing number of studies on the impact of a built environment on: the health perceptions and behaviors of users, the conditions of overall well-being of patients and their caregivers, the therapeutic process outcomes (Codinho, 2009; Alfonsi et al, 2014; Buffoli et al, 2014). The built environment plays an important role in the case of sensitive subjects such as psychiatric ones, with impacts on -the beliefs, expectations, and perceptions patients have about themselves, the staff who care for them, the services they receive, and the larger health care system in which those services are provided- (Department of Veteran Affairs, 2010) and effects on patients stabilization, psychosocial well-being and safety of patients and staff (De Girolamo & Tansella, 2006).

The de-institutionalization trend of mental health services has also characterized the Italian scene, with a particularity: Italy is the only European country where in 1978, thanks to Law 180, psychiatric hospitals have been completely banned. These have gradually been replaced with a network of small specialized services on the territory, such as small psychiatric wards in general hospitals, day hospitals, non-hospital residential facilities (De Girolamo & Cozza, 2000). In this network, a crux is the psychiatric ward within the general hospital, the main Italian facility for acute in-patient care. The Italian intense change was unique and it was defined as “the most comprehensive community-oriented mental health act in the Western industrialized world” (Mosher, 1982). But, what kind of impact did the innovative path have, started by Law 180, on the design of physical care facilities? Is a psychiatric ward able to meet the needs and psychosocial well-being of the patient and staff, to support the current model of care?

Environmental issues in current Italian psychiatric wards

Legislation requires small wards (each unit should have no more than 15 beds) in order to avoid duplicating the asylum system. Despite this aim, some problems remain, particularly for safety and emergency management. In Italy about 80% of psychiatric wards are “behind closed doors”, contradicting the larger number of psychiatric wards with open doors in England or in Central Europe. Moreover, almost half of the wards do not have single bedrooms. Many of them have a considerable number of rooms with 3 or 4 beds. Less than two out of three wards have an open space accessible to
patients and about 40% do not have a common room for the patients, other than the dining room, and only about half of those without outdoor space have a living room (De Girolamo et al., 2007). The majority of wards is designed like other hospital wards (except for security windows and locked doors); if on one hand it is de-stigmatizing (placing psychiatry on the same level as other hospital disciplines), on the other it neglects some specific needs such as the need for movement, socialization and therapeutic-rehabilitative activities (Vita et al, 2011). In a study conducted in three psychiatric facilities in the Milan area, patients reported on some experiences in acute care facilities with restrictive security measures and, at the same time, impersonal and sterile spaces and furnishings, conformant to the other hospital wards. In contrast, patients expressed the need for cozy environments, different from the other hospital wards, with a high sanitary level (Plantamura, 2013).

In brief, the Italian psychiatric facilities reproduce in part the old asylum - long corridors, closed doors, etc.- and in part the spaces and the furnishings designed for a "standard hospital patient" - aseptic spaces, hospital beds, neon lights, etc. (Savuto, 2008; Dell’Acqua, 2009). No real effort has been made to develop an architecture that takes into account the new vision of care (De Vito, 2010). There are cases of new and renovated psychiatric wards in which necessary attention was given to user needs and the care process; however the quality of the design is essentially based on the experience and engagement of health professionals (physicians, nurses, department managers) and the designers directly involved. The knowledge, gained in the individual design experiences, is not subsequently formalized nor shared and extended in scientific literature.

Available Design Tools

The Italian context

The lack of research produces a scarcity of technical standards and design guides. The Italian legislation provides some guidance in law “DPR 14.01.1997”, on the features of psychiatric facilities. This law provides the “minimum structural, technological and organizational requirements” for the different types of services, including those for mental care. The requirements of psychiatric ward are the same as those for other hospital wards, with some specific differences: a ward with a living room and single room for private talks between patients and staff. The listed structural requirements are very synthetic and cannot be considered as an effective design guide.

Some indications can be found in different national and regional guidelines, such as the “National guidelines for mental health” (Italian Ministry of Health, 2008) that include some suggestions, for example: to locate the residences in the heart of residential areas, to encourage and promote small residences. The national guide “Physical Restraint in psychiatry: a possible strategy for prevention” (GISM, 2010) provides indications to develop a built environment that helps to reduce and, if necessary, manage violent behavior.

A technical group of the Lombardy Region recognizes the mutual influence between the spatial and organizational aspects (Vita et al, 2011). To prevent aggressive behavior and reduce mechanical restraint, it is suggested to focus on environmental safety, livability of all the ward, including attention to specific areas such as spaces for the initial contact between patients and ward. However, these indications are general principles and they do not constitute any real technical support for design activities (Baglioni & Capolongo, 2002).

The international context

International studies have not developed as predicted in the 1970s, generating a proliferation of design options not carefully studied (Shepley & Pasha 2013, Chrysikou, 2012). It is possible to identify some specific difficulties which may have held back this field of research: the wide range of types of psychiatric services; the variety of diseases to be treated within the same facility; the difficulty in analyzing the direct needs of psychiatric patients (an activity that requires a multidisciplinary team of professionals that includes, at the least, psychiatric/psychological and design skills) and a fitful correspondence between the needs expressed by patients and those arising from the therapeutic approach (Thiels, 1993).

However, in the international arena (i.e. Northern Europe, USA, Australia) some studies deal with the relationship between psychiatric spaces and patient wellbeing. One of the issues analyzed is the need to support the social dimension of care, a feature of “recovery oriented” treatment (Australian Health Ministers’ Advisory Council, 2013). To this end, positive features are proposed, including: locating structures in a local living-context and including public areas in the care spaces, with amenities and equipment than can also be used by local residents (Curtis et al., 2009); the choice of spatial configurations and the arrangement of furnishings that encourage social interaction and aggregation, stimulating patients to get out of a sort of capsule that they create around themselves, as a protection from the outside world (Cherulnik, 1993).

Hospitalized patients feel deeply about their inability to create a personal space and achieve a sufficient level of privacy. Oversized facilities, long interior hallways, no area for small groups or individually customizable space, low environment visual control, interfere with the personal control of the territory. Possible consequence is an increased level of aggression or fear of attacks by other patients (Evans, 2003). The international guidelines propose designing mental health care units with domestic features, avoiding an institutional aspect and, at the same time, responding to therapeutic needs and all the requirements of functionality and safety for patients and staff (NAPHS, 2012).

Safety, combined with livability and domesticity, is one of the most analyzed issues. Several design features intend to minimize the risk of escape and accidents, some
examples are: courtyards instead of external fenced areas or the technology integration to facilitate observation and maintain security in areas not immediately visible by the staff (Department of Veteran Affairs, 2010). Furthermore, the presence of natural light in the common and private areas, noise control, open layouts that minimize barriers between staff and patients can have positive effects in terms of stress reduction, with a consequent reduction of aggressions (Ulrich et al, 2012). The involvement of patients is a safety component too: if the patient feels connected to the medical and nursing staff, it is easier to manage critical situations, preventing or limiting individual crisis and aggressive events. A warm, cozy and familiar place contributes to involvement, instilling a feeling of calm and increasing the relationship between patient and context, a concept defined as “place attachment” (Fiorek, 2011).

Conclusions and possible future actions

Nearly 40 years have passed (Law 180 - 1978), since the radical change in Italian psychiatric services began, with the abolition of psychiatric hospitals and the development of a community-based services network integrated into the territory. However, this high level of innovation wasn’t accompanied by equivalent research on new design criteria for care environments. So, currently, in Italy most places for psychiatric care adopt in part design solutions suited for a “standard hospital patient” and in part solutions that reflect the old asylum model. The psychiatric wards are especially critical, because the major requirements for domesticity and safety seem irreconcilable.

Despite the awareness of the role that care space can play in pursuing the wellbeing and safety of patients and staff, adequate tools are not available to support the psychiatric facilities.

A design support can be found by examining international studies. Multidisciplinary research on psychiatric facilities should be increased in order to understand and use the role that a built environment can play in improving the conditions of well-being of patients and caregivers and in the care process. To this end, possible future steps are the identification and systematization of experience in space-patient-staff interaction gained by healthcare professionals and designers with the results of international research and the needs and expectations of patients, the central player in the care process.
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